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From the President
Jim Nisbet

It seems like hardly any time since the last Journal was issued but when I checked I found that it was as long ago as February. It might appear that there is not a
lot going on but just like the swan there is plenty of activity beneath the surface!

We have enjoyed a varied programme of monthly meetings over the past few months and the Observatory continues to be open on other Friday evenings. My
thanks goes to those who help out to enable us to maintain this small but important opportunity to give members and visitors a chance to see the Observatory
and use the telescopes. We are gradually increasing awareness about the Society and our activities but please feel free to pass on information to anyone you
know who might be interested in astronomy. If you need additional copies of our syllabus card do let me know. And can I also extend an invitation to those who
haven't come along on a non-meeting Friday to look in on us. Even if you don't wish to browse one of the magazines or borrow a book from the library or even
look through a telescope, there is the chance to chat about astronomy.

Once again we had a successful Open Day as part of the Science Festival and I would like to thank all those who helped by giving short talks or who assisted
with stewarding. The weather was not as good as it had been in previous years but we did see a lot of visitors, at what has become a very enjoyable annual
event. It won't be long until the next one! We did not take part in the Doors Open day this year as the event was concentrating on churches, so we had some
respite but where possible we would like to be involved in the future.

One of the most significant events since the last edition of the Journal was the GCSE Astronomy class which Graham Rule and Dave Gavine taught in the early
part of the year. Some of the participants decided to sit the examination in the summer and congratulations to all those who passed. I think we learned a number
of lessons from what was a very hectic time, which no doubt will stand us in good stead if we wish to repeat the exercise. It might be a little while before we do
but do let the Society know if you would be interested.

For those of you that have been at the monthly meetings you will have heard Graham Rule giving us regular reports about the City Council's plans for Calton
Hill. The current position is that a bid has been made to the Heritage Lottery Fund for funding for a full conservation study of the Hill, a task that will take up to
a year. The results of this study will provide information to the City to allow them to prepare a full lottery bid for a scheme for the Hill, involving refurbishment
of the buildings and, we hope, not too much in the way of new building. The immediate need is for essential repairs to the Playfair Building and, of course,
Observatory House to address the problems with dry rot which have been much in evidence in recent months. Graham is representing the Society on a working
party which the City Council has set up to bring together parties interested in the future development of the Hill. We will continue to keep members updated
with progress as and when there are matters to report.

It is not too early to remind you that the Society's Annual General Meeting takes place in March next year, when we will be inviting nominations for the Office-
Bearer and Council Member positions. If anyone wishes to stand for election they should ensure that the Secretary receives a note signed by the member and a
seconder at least twenty-one days before the meeting on 6 March. The only restriction is that members wishing to stand for any of the offices must have been a
member of the Society for at least one year preceding the date of the election. If anyone has any questions members of the Council will be happy to answer
them. With best wishes for Christmas and a prosperous New Year.
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Society news
At the AGM on March 7 the following Office Bearers were elected: President: Jim Nisbet, Vice-Presidents: Peter MacDonald and Alan Ellis, Secretary:
Graham Rule, Treasurer: Jim Nisbet, Councillors: Johnnie Bradley, Mark Dean, Austin Gordon, Lorna McCalman, Charlie Gleed and Dr Duncan Hale-Sutton.
Dr Mary Brück gave an interesting talk on the great 19th century Scottish scientist and mathematician Mary Somerville.

On April 4 Dr Graham Woan of Glasgow University gave a fine lecture on the Cosmic Anisotropy Telescope, on May 2 Graham Young of Dundee AS spoke on
"Star Fields" and on June 6 Robert Law of the Discovery Space Club spoke on the Mars missions. July 4 was the annual Quiz Night. Our team of Gerry Taylor,
Charlie Gleed and Dave Gavine led the ROE team of Professor Andy Lawrence, Suzanne Ramsay Howat and Adrian Webster all the way until the last
"charade" style round when we were beaten by one point! So the "Auchtermuchty Meteorite" trophy remains at ROE - but only until next year. We all had a
cheese and wine party afterwards. Members' Night on August 1 had short presentations by Graham Rule, Dave Gavine, George Grant, Jamie Shepherd, Russell
Eberst, Alan Pickup and Ron Livesey. On September 5 Dr Ken Mackay of Stirling AS gave an interesting talk called "Space Travel with a pocket calculator and
a piece of string", on October 3 Graham Rule spoke on the GCSE Astronomy course and Jamie Shepherd discussed the Dark Skies Campaign. Roger Stapleton
of St Andrews University gave us "Long Standing Observatories" on November 7, with fine slides of stone circles and their surrounding scenery.

We are very sorry to report the death at the early age of 39 of Peter Cattell who was once assistant to Jamie at the Observatory. He made the striking models of
the planets in the small lecture room. Also, sadly, Glasgow Astronomical Society have lost their Secretary, Malcolm Kennedy, who died recently in a road
accident in Hungary. Malcolm was very well known and popular in the whole Scottish astronomy community.

Jamie Shepherd has begun another Beginners' Astronomy class at the Observatory. He gave lectures to the Astronomical Societies of Glasgow and Highlands.
Ron Livesey also spoke to Highlands and to St Andrews University AS. Dr Dave Gavine spoke to Dundee, St Andrews, Leeds and Manchester AS and to Napier
Retired Staff Association. He ran a Popular Astronomy course at Jewel and Esk Valley College, and is about to begin a Popular Geology course (8 weeks, one
evening a week, beginning on January 12, details from Dave).

Observations
Comet Hale-Bopp was, of course, seen and photographed by nearly EVERYBODY. 
The meteors and the occultation of Saturn are discussed in later pages. 
NOCTILUCENT CLOUDS: it was another year of high incidence of the phenomenon. NLC were observed from Edinburgh by Ron Livesey, Dave Gavine,
Graham Rule and Charlie Gleed, on May 28/29, June 4/5, 6/7, 9/10, July 4/5, 10/11, 14/15, 18/19, 19/20 & 21/22. 
AURORA: the Sun is becoming active again and the incidence of aurora is rising. Our diligent observers (Ron Livesey, Dave Gavine, Duncan Waldron and
Jamie Shepherd) have been watching out every clear night. Faint light, mostly in cloud, was seen on April 10/11, July 28/29, Sept 12/13 & 13/14 (both from
Dundee), Oct 28/29, Nov 6/7 & 22/23. Active rayed aurorae were seen on Sept 3/4 (particularly well seen by Jamie in Inverness) and on Oct 10/11 by Dave
Gavine and Storm Dunlop from Joppa. Members are advised to check the northern horizon on every possible occasion.
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About the ASE Journal
The Editor thanks Jim Nisbet and Graham Rule for help with the production of the Journal. 
The Royal Observatory Edinburgh has kindly allowed us space on their Web Server which can be read by those with access at http://www.roe.ac.uk/asewww/

Editor: Dr D. Gavine, 29 Coillesdene Crescent, Edinburgh EH15 2JJ. 657 2338.

Meteor notes - 1997 Perseids
by Brian Kelly

The annual August Perseid meteor shower is one of the most reliable of the year, and its high rates combined with the more comfortable summer temperatures
always attract many observers. In recent years there has been an extra interest in the Perseids, thanks to the return of the shower's parent comet, P/Swift-Tuttle,
in 1992, and the related appearance of an additional activity maximum about 12 hours before the traditional peak. This 'new' maximum may have been detected
as early as 1988, and was at its most prominent in 1993 and 1994, when rates during the most intense half-hour period could be translated to almost 250 meteors
per hour. In 1995 and 1996 further outbursts occurred, but at a reduced level of activity. Meteor astronomers are particularly keen to follow the decline of this
peak as the comet, and its attendant dust particles, recede from the Sun.

Conditions in 1997 were especially favourable with respect to moonlight - New Moon was on August 3, so moonless skies were available later in the evening
during the run-up to maximum. Unfortunately - as often happens when other conditions are suitable - the weather refused to co-operate, with the east coast of
Scotland especially affected by cloud. Nevertheless, across the whole of the BAA Northern Network area, 9 observers were active on 9 separate nights during
the Perseids, recording a total of 593 meteors, 407 of which were Perseids.

The contributors were (in alphabetical order): D. Baker (Lochearnhead), J. Duthie (Stirling), D. Gavine (Edinburgh and Lochearnhead), J. Glover (Ballingry),
A. McBeath (Morpeth), T. McEwan (Glengarnock), K. Mackay (Stirling), J. Shepherd (Lochearnhead) and F. Vincent (St Andrews).

Observations covered the nights of July 28/29 and 30/31, and August 1/2, 3/4, 4/5, 6/7, 7/8, 12/13 and 14/15.

Rates were low during the early nights of the activity period, with Zenithal Hourly Rates (ZHRs) of 10 or below. This had increased to about 20 by August 7/8,
which was followed by a prolonged cloudy period that saw no more reports until the night of August 12/13. Perseid maximum for this year was predicted for
1500 UT on August 12, during daylight hours in the UK. The build-up to maximum would have been seen on 11/12 but cloud prevented observations.

However the decline from maximum was recorded on 12/13 by Tom McEwan in Ayrshire and especially by the team of Dave Gavine, Deirdre Baker and James
Shepherd, under clear skies in the darkness of highland Perthshire. 275 of the total 407 Perseids were reported from Lochearnhead! ZHRs on this night were a
fairly consistent 40 to 50.
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Meteors belonging to the Perseid shower were brighter than the sporadic meteor background; the mean Perseid magnitude was 2.0, while the mean sporadic
magnitude was 3.0. A comparison of magnitude distributions for Perseids and sporadics is given below.

           -4  -3  -2  -1   0   1   2   3   4   5 
         -------------------------------------------------- 
Perseids    2   4  11  12  42  64  84 116  62  11   n=407 
Sporadics   0   0   0   2   5   6  30  47  31  18     139 

It can be seen that the Perseids easily out-performed sporadics at the brighter edge of this range. In addition, 13 % of Perseids produced persistent trains, as
opposed to just 3 % of sporadics.

There was also complementary activity from the other summer showers, with observers recording meteors from the radiants of the delta and iota Aquarids,
Capricornids and kappa Cygnids.

The remainder of the winter sees mixed prospects for meteor observers. The Leonids, peaking in the late afternoon of November 17. were ruined by bad weather
and a near-full Moon. We expect enhanced activity in 1998 or 1999. The December Geminids, currently one of the best showers of the year, are effectively
wiped out by a Full Moon on the night of maximum. Dedicated observers may care to watch for members of the Ursid shower, active from December 17 to 25;
maximum this year is on December 23, with a waning crescent Moon in the sky. Finally, the narrow maximum of the Quadrantid shower peaks at sunset on
January 3; some meteors should still be seen into the night as the radiant climbs in the north-east.

Brian Kelly is Northern Coordinator for the BAA Meteor Section. He welcomes observations and correspondence, which should be addressed to 13 Rowanbank
Gardens, Broughty Ferry. Dundee DDS 2JW.

The 12th Scottish Astronomy Weekend, September 12-14, 1997
The Astronomy Weekends which have been held in Dundee in the past have always been very good, and this one was no exception. A dozen ASE Members
attended, more than usual, and by all accounts they were very satisfied. The superior standard of accommodation and meals in Belmont Hall of Residence of
Dundee University, and at a reasonable cost, added to the enjoyment.

A varied programme was offered. Dr Colin Steele spoke on the Sun; Harry Ford gave some hints on observing the Moon; Dr Bill Samson described, from his
own experiences, how to build a reflecting telescope; Dr Alastair Simmons spoke on the Polar Aurora; and our own members contributed: Dr John Reid on
observing and photographing Comets and Jamie Shepherd on the Dark Skies Campaign. The guest speaker was Dr Richard McKim, a master at Oundle School
and past President of the BAA, well known for his fine lectures. He gave a most interesting account of his adventures as a planetary observer, using big
telescopes throughout the world.

Both nights were reasonably clear so Brian Kelly had a busy time at the Mills Observatory, there were even a couple of small aurorae. Mike Fenwick ran a
bring-and-buy stall, and we had a Members' Session with short contributions from the floor. On the Saturday afternoon, a sunny but breezy day, Dr Sandy
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McKenzie led a small group round the historic ships Discovery and Unicorn, while Dave Gavine led a bus party into the Angus countryside to visit the
Renaissance Zodiac garden at Edzell Castle, stopping briefly to see the Pictish carved standing stones at Aberlemno and the Round Tower at Brechin Cathedral.

Scottish Astronomers' Group AGM, Saturday November 29 1997
The AGM was held at Calton Hill, hosted by our Society, and quite well attended despite very wet weather. President Jim Nisbet welcomed the delegates and
the meeting was chaired by Brian Kelly. Professor Keith Horne of St Andrews University gave an interesting talk, illustrated with computer graphics, on the
search for planets around other stars using the Doppler shift "wobble" of the parent star and gravitational lensing. Several candidates of stars with big planets
have already been found. The talk stimulated many questions and much discussion. After refreshments kindly supplied by Lorna and Jamie the new Office
Bearers were elected: President - Dr Alastair Simmons, Vice-President - Mark Pollock, Secretary - Dr Ken Mackay, Treasurer - Brian Kelly, Newsletter &
Publicity - Dr Fiona Vincent, Astronomy Weekend Organiser - Dr Dave Gavine. Delegates then gave short reports on the activities of their societies over the
year.

Observing planets
by Graham Young

Whilst I go out of my way to observe planetary conjunctions, this summer all the planets were visible, spread out across the sky from dusk to pre-dawn, an event
even rarer than a visible conjunction. This meant it was possible to see all the planets in one night, as I did in August, with the exception of Pluto which,
although on view, was beyond the range of my equipment on hand. From Scotland the unfavourable inclination of the ecliptic to the western horizon would have
rendered Mercury impossible and Venus very difficult, but I was in Hungary staying with my son. Even from Hungary where I saw nearly them all Mercury was
still a problem so I went to southern Spain (yes, Hungarians now go on package holidays to Spain too) and was delighted to have glimpsed Mercury as an
evening star in early August (still awkward inclination of ecliptic but made up for by a wide elongation), then higher up Venus close to Regulus, further up still
Mars close to Spica. Towards the south Antares marked where Pluto would have been seen had I had the light grasp, and Jupiter was up towards the east of
Capricornus which helped me locate Uranus and Neptune. Later came Saturn followed by Hamal and the Pleiades with a waning crescent Moon. But that was
not all. Ceres was located east of Jupiter, a little faint being a month before opposition; Pallas was more challenging despite being not long past opposition and
high above the ecliptic in Aquila, Flora was a challenge met in Cetus below the Square of Pegasus, as was Vesta months before opposition but within range in
the morning also in Cetus below Hamal. I tried but failed to identify Metis which was below the Pleiades not far from the waning Moon and a rapidly returning
dawn twilight, with the appearance of Aldebaran finalising a wonderful journey across the heavens.

Does anybody know if it is possible to observe and photograph lunar earthshine during a total solar eclipse? Has it ever been tried? 
I imagine that during New Moon the full Earth must be a brilliant ball as seen from the lunar surface (despite the penumbral shadow), far brighter than our Full
Moon due to a larger apparent size and albedo and even brighter than the gibbous Earth our lunar observer would see while we see "the Old Moon in the New
Moon's arms". If anybody can help I anticipate trying in August 1999 from Hungary.
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Graham Young is Secretary of Dundee Astronomical Society. He can be reached at 37 Polepark Road, Dundee DD1 5QT.

Book review: The aurora - and introduction for observers and
photographers

Ron Livesey

THE AURORA, an Introduction for Observers and Photographers by Jim Henderson and John MacNicol, Crooktree Images, Kincardine O'Neil,
Aboyne, Aberdeenshire, AB34 4JD. 80 pp. softback ISBN 0-9529434-4-7, £14.99.

Jim Henderson is a professional photographer with an interest in photographing the Aurora from the Aberdeenshire countryside. John MacNicol is President of
the Aberdeen and District Astronomical Society, gives lectures on astronomy and works in the North Sea oil industry.

Including the cover illustrations the book contains 81 beautiful colour photographs of the aurora in all its forms. Most have been taken by Jim himself but there
are examples from the works of a variety of auroral photographers including our own Dave Gavine and other observers in Scotland, England and throughout the
world. Professor John Brown, Astronomer Royal for Scotland, wrote the foreword, Jim wrote the introduction to the aurora and on its photography, while John
contributed the chapter on the causes of the aurora and its relation to solar activity. There is a short list of sources and useful references including World Wide
Web addresses.

The book is essentially Jim's view of the Aurora as he has seen it from his home locality. Hints on how, when and where to observe the phenomenon are given
together with much useful information on cameras, films, reciprocity failure etc. There are comments on safety in the countryside, to avoid nocturnal hazards
such as falling into ditches, getting chilled and dealing with curious gamekeepers. John's chapter explores the activities in the Sun, how material is ejected into
space and on encountering the Earth reacts with the atmosphere to form auroral light. The information given is not highly technical and it is admitted that solar-
terrestrial physics is not yet fully understood.

This little book is designed to stimulate the reader to take an interest in and try to observe the aurora with the enthusiasm of its authors. With the current rise in
solar activity and the appearance of the aurora in Edinburgh skies in recent months, this book should be of interest to Society members.

Book review: The manic sun
Ron Livesey

THE MANIC SUN by Nigel Calder, Pilkington Press, London 1997. 211pp. hardback. ISBN 1-899044-11-6. £24.95.
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This book calls into question the political and environmental pressures to make us believe that global warming and climate change are principally the products
of man-made greenhouse gases. Peter Medawar is quoted to have said that the intensity of the conviction that a hypothesis is true has no bearing on whether it is
true or not. Scientific groups have advocated need for research into greenhouse gases so as to justify financial handouts from the politicians in order to keep
their research institutes in work. On the other hand politicians have jumped on the greenhouse bandwagon to gain points and leverage at the international
conference table, and who better at it than Margaret Thatcher?

Climate has varied since the Earth began. Studies of drillings in the polar ice caps together with work on botanical and other fossil remains have given much
information on past weather patterns. The effects of terrestrial volcanism and in the long term, orbital changes and other factors are discussed. In particular,
however, is the influence of the Sun upon the Earth. A whole chapter is devoted to the most recent researches on our star and the data received from the Ulysses
and Yohkoh spacecraft.

It is well known that the intensity of cosmic rays entering the Earth's atmosphere is reduced when solar activity is high. Recently some scientists have suggested
that cosmic ray particles help to charge up dust particles in the atmosphere so that they more readily provide nuclei on which water vapour condenses to form
clouds. Work by Danish scientists proposes that the Earth is more cloudy at sunspot minimum when cosmic ray intensities are highest and hence the Earth
becomes cooler. Conversely a period of high solar activity reduces cosmic ray intensity and hence cloud cover, as a result of which the Earth becomes warmer
progressively due to incoming solar radiation. The Danes have also found a statistical link between the length of sunspot cycles and the mean global
temperature. In the last century the average trend has been for sunspot cycles to become longer and the Earth warmer with the two curves following a common
pattern of variation in the detail from cycle to cycle.

It is concluded that when the effects of the Sun, volcanism and other factors are taken into account with respect to the perceived global warming currently in
being then the part played by the man-made greenhouse gases is very much reduced. It is advocated that current mathematical models of global warming require
revision.

Nigel Calder has produced a thought-provoking book. It is well written and illustrated together with an index of references cross-linked to the pages of the book.
There is a set of graphics which the author has prepared to check some of the scientific claims for himself. Names of individuals, both scientific and political,
involved in the global warming debate are freely quoted but Calder has declined to name sources of information where those concerned have provided
information and viewpoints contrary to their official positions.

The book retails at about  25 but after much cajoling over a period of months Edinburgh Central Library has now purchased copies for lending to the public.

Year 9 of the Venus tablets
by John D. Weir

The Venus Tablets were excavated at Nineveh in the library of the Assyrian King Assurbanipal. They record a series of setting and rising dates of the planet
Venus recorded over the 21 years of the Babylonian King Ammisaduqa of the Hammurabi dynasty. The sequence contains a number of anomalies. Some are
easy to explain and others are more difficult. One such problem arises with the recorded data for Year 9.
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Venus was at inferior conjunction in Year 9, and should have been absent from the sky for a short time. Yet according to the recorded data it remained invisible
over a period of 9 months and 4 days. Why should that be? Bad visibility is one explanation. A continuous spell of bad weather lasting 9 months caused Venus
to be hidden by clouds which happened to clear away before the rising date. It is not very likely.

Scribal error is another explanation. The setting date should have been Month XII Day 11; but a scribe copied down Month III Day 11. Why the error was not
spotted at the time is difficult to explain. The Babylonians knew as well as we do the duration of inferior conjunction invisibility periods.

Till recently there seemed to be no other explanation. Then Comet Shoemaker-Levy collided with Jupiter. This suggested that Year 9 might be a record of
impact by a large object on the surface of Venus. The effect of impact would, presumably, be to throw up a large quantity of dark coloured dust into the upper
atmosphere of Venus, as happened with Jupiter. This would absorb sunlight instead of reflecting it. The albedo might be altered to the point where the planet
ceased to be visible to the naked eye. During the next 9 months the dust gradually settled and the albedo returned to normal. However, while that was happening
the planet itself was waning. The two factors cancelled each other out and Venus remained invisible down to its computed setting date. At the rising date, on the
other hand, Venus was rapidly approaching its brightest phase and the albedo cannot have been far off normal. Thus the planet duly became visible as computed.

Naturally, this scenario as it stands leaves important questions unanswered. However, the impact theory seems to offer the most reasonable explanation for the
abnormal data of Year 9.

The occultation of Saturn by the Moon, 11/12 November 1997
by Lorna McCalman

Walking home from work at 1800 GMT, I saw Saturn 3° east of the 11-day old gibbous Moon which was approximately 25° altitude. A westerly breeze swept
dense clumps of altocumulus across the sky. Observing the occultation of Saturn was going to be a matter of keeping fingers and tripod legs crossed, hoping that
the weather would be kind at the vital time, sadly, an all-too-familiar problem when observing from Britain.

By midnight Saturn was within ½° of the Moon. The sky was looking very unpromising with cloud cover between 80 % and 100 % and a corona around the
Moon. A corona occurs when broken cloud edges associated with middle or lower altitude clouds such as altocumulus pass over the Moon or the Sun allowing
most of the light to shine through. The light is refracted and causes rainbow-coloured rings round the object. The radius of the ring effect depends on the size of
the water droplets within the cloud. The corona is one of the commonest phenomena. Less common are Haloes which are associated with ice crystals in high
cloud and have a 22° radius.

The clouds began to disperse at 0015 GMT leaving the sky clear apart from some menacing clouds lurking in the west. I set up my 8-inch SCT with an 18 mm
orthoscopic lens fitted directly into the visual back. A tele-extender was used to link the telescope to the Minolta camera body. This technique is known as
eyepiece projection, the magnified image being projected onto the film plane of the camera. The 18 mm lens gives a magnification of 111x (focal length of
telescope 2000 mm divided by focal length of the lens) and the field of view was 20 arc minutes. The camera was loaded with 400 ISO Scotch colour slide film.

By 0045 Saturn was within ¼° of the Moon and the western clouds crept closer at about 15° altitude. I was unable to see any of Saturn's satellites, firstly
because I was now observing through the camera viewfinder which was difficult because of the focussing aids, the split-image viewfinder and the ground-glass
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screen taking up a surprisingly large area of the field of view and secondly the glare from the Moon made it difficult to see the small satellites. As Saturn and the
Moon now fitted into the same field of view, I began to take photographs, bracketing exposures, trying various shutter speeds as diverse as 2 secs plus 2 extra
stops, to 1/125 sec, noting the time and frame number of each. The problem was trying to decide on an exposure which would not overexpose the Moon, shining
at around mag -12, but at the same time giving enough exposure to Saturn which "only" has an apparent magnitude of 0. The Moon appears from our
perspective to be over 94,000 times brighter than Saturn. As this was my first attempt at using the tele-extender, I based the exposures around those suggested
by Charlie Gleed's article "First Steps in Astrophotography" in the February 1997 ASE Journal (No. 36). It's always a good idea to find someone else to
implicate if the photos don't work out!

Saturn almost looked as if it was going to miss the Moon altogether but the rings to the west of the planet's disc touched the upper eastern limb just to the north
of the crater Aristarchus, giving the impression that the Man in the Moon has a bit of a nasty streak (or ray!) in him and he'd snapped the rings off! I started the
stop-watch at the moment the rings touched the limb of the Moon then watched the disc of the gas giant "flick" out, followed by the easternmost rings. When
Saturn had completely disappeared I went indoors and checked the time. When Ceefax registered 0h 29m GMT I stopped the stop-watch and subtracted the time
on it (1m 17.87s). The time for the occultation as seen from Hillside Crescent, Edinburgh, was 01h 27m 42s.

By now the clouds had really closed in. It was almost impossible to keep the Moon in view due to the heavy cloud cover. I could not make an accurate estimate
of the time of the re-emergence of Saturn from behind the Moon but the clouds momentarily thinned and the unmistakable shape of Saturn was visible, glowing
pinkish in colour, roughly 2/3 down the western limb, the disc and rings were fully visible. The time was 02h 13m 29s.

References:

Astrocalendar 1997/98 (Federation of Astronomical Societies).
Journal of the Astronomical Society of Edinburgh 36 (Feb 1997).
Marine Observer's Handbook HMSO 1995.

The GCSE Astronomy Class
Graham Rule

For some years Jamie Shepherd has been teaching a general interest class and following last Autumn's series of classes one of our members suggested that a
more advanced class might be a good idea. In a fit of temporary insanity I agreed to run such a class and decided to follow the syllabus for GCSE Astronomy.
We started this class in January and I started looking into the possibility of allowing those who wanted to sit the GCSE exam itself. With the help of Basil
Patterson College we managed to enrol 13 class members on the last day possible and then all we had to do was teach the course, complete and mark the
practical work, and get everyone to the exam on time.

Along with Dave Gavine and with some help from Jamie Shepherd we covered 99 % of the Syllabus in time for the exam in June although there was a last
minute panic to get practical work done (and marked) in time. So we did what a school would be expected to spend two years on in just 6 months. It was a most
enjoyable experience, if a bit tiring, but I was most apprehensive as this is the first time I have taught such a class.
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The results which came out in August (shown below) were most gratifying. Because we had to enrol in a hurry everyone was sitting the 'Higher Tier' paper
which didn't allow for any grade below 'C' so, unfortunately, four of the class were ungraded. It was a most rewarding experience requiring considerable
commitment in preparation, teaching, marking and organisation. But a number of lessons have been learned while doing it. In particular, if I were to repeat the
exercise I would start quite a bit before January in order to: 1) get the practical work off to a good start (20 % of the final mark can be obtained from this), 2)
work out what Tier different class members should be aiming for, 3) have time for 'mock' exams as one difficulty encountered by class members was in exam
technique, and 4) cover the syllabus and paperwork with time to spare rather than as a last minute rush.

Those who passed were:

Starred A    Lorna McCalman   Stewart Francis 
B            Keith Donnely    Jim Kidd          Isobel Wyllie 
C            Patrick Phelan   Colin Cairney     Hugh Martin 

Below is a photograph of the recent occultation of Saturn taken by our star pupil, Lorna McCalman.

Professor W. H. M. Greaves - The centenary of his birth
Mary T. Brück

Older members of the Society may wish to put on record their remembrance of a friend who, had he lived, would now be 100 years old - Professor W. H. M.
Greaves, Astronomer Royal for Scotland from 1938 until his untimely death in 1955.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/37/fig02f.jpg
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William Michael Herbert Greaves was born in Barbados on 10 September 1897, the son of Dr E. C. Greaves, a physician. He left the West Indies to study in
Cambridge where he had a brilliant career - Wrangler in 1919, Tyson Medal in Astronomy, Smith's Prize in Mathematics, Isaac Newton Student and Fellow of
St John's College. From there he was appointed Chief Assistant at the Royal Observatory Greenwich in 1924.

Greaves' principal interest, for which he will ever be remembered in the annals of astronomy, was the study of continuous spectra of stars with the aim of
finding their colour temperatures. The work involved comparing the spectra of stars with that of an artificial light source of known temperature, in practice, a
lamp mounted on the roof of the observatory's Octagon Room. The observations were done photographically, as a result of which Greaves became an expert on
photographic stellar spectrophotometry, the field he continued to pursue in Edinburgh after his appointment in 1938. Here, he was assisted by Dr E. A. Baker
using spectra taken with the 36-inch reflector, still in place though now disused, in the large East Dome on Blackford Hill. Many of the distant stars were
affected by interstellar material which not only dimmed but also reddened their light. For this reason, certain stars, identified from their spectra as being hot,
appeared red in colour instead of blue: I recall the enigmatic title of a lecture on this topic by Professor Greaves to the Astronomical Society back in 1948 or
1949 - "The Red Blue Stars". This phenomenon led to discoveries in the interstellar medium, a subject which continues to occupy and enthral Edinburgh
astronomers to this day.

Greaves also became, through chance, an authority in another field - timekeeping. During World War II the Royal Observatory Edinburgh maintained a back-up
to the Greenwich time service, and when the war was over, Greaves was involved in tests of the then new quartz clocks, comparing them with the free pendulum
Shortt clocks of the Royal Observatories on which the time service was formerly based.

Greaves was elected F.R.S. in 1943, was President of the Royal Astronomical Society 1947-49 and Secretary 1933-39, and a Vice President of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh. In the life of the Astronomical Society of Edinburgh Professor Greaves was a sympathetic supporter and a special friend of Mr Norman Matthew,
encouraging his educational activities including the Robert Cormack Bequest Lectures to schools throughout Scotland.

Professor Greaves married Caroline Grace Kitto, they had one son. He died suddenly at his official residence at the Observatory on Christmas Eve 1955 at the
age of only 58.

The Scottish Astronomy Weekend 1998: An important notice
At the SAG AGM there was some discussion on the venue of the 1998 Weekend. It was decided that, because the BAA Out-of-London Meeting will then be
held in Carlisle, we will not hold a separate Scottish event around the same time, and that people should be encouraged to go to Carlisle. It will take place at the
University College there on September 4 to 6, 1998. Details will be available nearer the time for the benefit of those who are not BAA members. (The Society is
affiliated to the BAA).

Making drawings of telescopic objects
Ron Livesey
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A couple of months ago I asked Ron Livesey if he could give some of us some help with making drawings of what we observe. As Ron has said he
prefers to make sketches than taking photographs so I was most happy to receive the following from him and for him agreeing to me copying it for
use here in the Journal. 
Graham Rule

Introduction

The difference between making artistic and astronomical drawings is that in the latter, subject matter has to be carried in the mind from the sketch to comparing
with the subject.

Instruments

an equatorial mounting is easier to control than alt-azimuth
high magnification can be achieved with a low magnification eyepiece and a barlow lens to give more comfortable observing
an erfle eyepiece offers easier viewing giving wide field vision
filters of different colours are sometimes advantageous
avoid uncomfortable postures at the eyepiece which cause unsteady viewing and early physical fatigue
select the magnification to suit the prevailing seeing conditions
an alt-azimuth reflector has the advantage of the viewing axis horizontal
a refractor at high angle can give awkward posture problems
try observing with and without glasses if worn but if astigmatism present try observing with reading glasses and focus accordingly so that object and
drawing can be observed without taking glasses on and off

Drawing materials

use good quality smooth drawing paper not over A4 size
use clipboard, spiral bound boots or good surveyor's notebook
have sharp pencils of different hardness for outlining and shading, use propelling pencils, or have sharpener handy
have sharpened rubbers to be able to form highlights on shaded areas
prepare disc blanks 50 mm diameter for use beforehand in planetary observing, if necessary add terminator position
prepare graticuled projection screen for looking at sun
prepare identical disc blanks complete with graticule (placed behind thin paper) for plotting position and extent of sunspots
provide illumination for the drawing such that as adjacent street lighting or lamp preferably with red filter. avoid bright lights

Fundamentals of drawing

the observer must train in hand-eye coordination such that the hand puts down on paper that which is seen. only practice will perfect the system.
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Choosing the subject to draw

in case of moon do not take on too big an subject
in moon details along terminator easier to see and draw than fully illuminated object
colour filters, particularly red, may be advantageous to draw fully illuminated lunar features
try to align Jupiter's clouds or Saturn's rings parallel to observer's eyes
if above difficult try making drawing with cloud bands and rings perpendicular to eye axis
check with BAA manual regarding shape and orientation of objects such as Saturn's rings
for comets try low magnification to observe tail and higher magnification to record details around comet's head
for nebulae, globular clusters etc the sharpest image is at lowest power but the sky background is brightest, compromise with power to get best balance.
the moon does not need dark adaption of the eye but faint objects do, observe faint objects first in an observing session after adaptation

Laying out the drawing

sketch out the basic skeleton layout faintly
check the skeleton with the object and adjust as required
determine a brightness scale and calibrate the parts of the object from bright to dark or black
note orientation of object and sketch

Making the drawing

sketch in the basic outlines or objects on the skeleton
outline the bright, shaded and shadow areas
start filling in more detail
keep checking drawing with subject and correct the drawing
take advantage of sudden improvements in seeing to improve on detail
make sketches of little bits of detail around the margin of the principal drawing for final reference in making corrections
moon's terminator appears to change perceptively with time so work methodically and quickly and note time (UT) at which sketch is prepared
Jupiter's cloud belts rotate so rapidly that sketch of Jupiter must be made very quickly and exact time (UT) of sketch recorded
avoid over long periods of observing to cause eye fatigue or body fatigue if posture at the telescope is difficult
try observing with left eye then right eye and check for differences in acuity. one eye may be better at seeing detail the other better at seeing faint objects

Indoor work

refine the drawing and complete the detail as soon as possible after making the observation
complete shadings and use a finger for smudging to improve shading graduations
use rubber to bring up highlights in shaded areas
on completion of lunar work compare with photographs and atlases for identification and accuracy. don't alter original drawing
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record details on the sketch of the instrument, magnification, state of sky, seeing, reliability of sketch, year. month, day and time (UT) and any other
useful information
determine position of rotation axis of central meridian from BAA handbook

Advice to beginners

a beginner sees less than a skilled observer until the beginner learns to use the eyes
beginners require practice at observing and practice in drawing
practice by drawing objects in the room and compare with the sketch, time after time
to tune the eye at the telescope, practice observing then compare the remembered objects in the literature
don't expect the object you observe to look like the object in the literature, tings differ and that is why we observe and record
try not to pre-judge what will be seen at the telescope so as to avoid bias
draw what is seen and not what one thinks might be seen
watch for a moon illusion of light and shade such that an elevation may look like a depression and vice versa
remember that features of Jupiter's clouds and the Martian surface vary considerably with time so be prepared for anything
poor seeing can distort features anywhere and make faint stars invisible so that a record of what is seen on a poor night may vary from what is seen on a
good night, a mountain may look like a crater and vice versa
the triaxial orientation of the observer's head and eyes has a bearing on observing accuracy and can lead to distorted imaging, especially if tired
eye orientation affects the shape of the eye and hence the visual image
there can be a difference in brightness between observing the stars with the axis parallel to the observer's eyes or perpendicular thereto
in lunar work don't bite off too big a subject that cannot effectively be drawn
drawings of Jupiter can be combined with central meridian passage timings of features

References
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Mayall, N; Mayall, M; Wyckoff, J; The Sky Observer's Guide Golden Press, New York, 1961 (2nd printing) (see J & C Polgreen on pp 92-94 Drawing
Sky Objects)
Roth, G.D. (Editor); Beer, Arthur (Transl); Astronomy - A Handbook Springer, New York, 1965 (see pp 273-276, 366-371, 375-379)
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George Guthrie Carey
by Dave Gavine

Most of my "research" in the History of Astronomy consists of finding and bringing to light obscure 18th and 19th century characters who were very well
known in their times and places, especially itinerant teachers and lecturers in astronomy. History has ignored them because they did not make significant
discoveries or inventions, or because they did not influence "important" persons or events. I am currently writing up a few of these for the new DICTIONARY
OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY, but there are many people still left out in the dark.

One of them is GEORGE CAREY. I'm sure none of you have never heard of him although you may recognise the name as that of the present Archbishop of
Canterbury. As far as I am aware there is no link. I found brief references to a Mr Carey in all sorts of obscure sources, enough to put together a rough picture of
the man. He was born either in Arbroath or in Arbirlot, a small village outside it, date unknown. I thought it should be easy to track him down with an unusual
name like that, by perusal of the excellent microfiche indices of the Parish Records kindly compiled by the Mormons, or in the published lists of tombstone
epitaphs, but alas, no. "Carey" was a common name in Arbirlot and in Arbroath, and "George Carey"s abound! So, turning from his brief mention in J. M.
McBain's Eminent Arbroathians (1897), I had to rely on scraps in contemporary Edinburgh and Dundee newspapers and the manuscripts of the Board of
Longitude at Greenwich. The only family facts on record are that he was the son of David Carey, a thread manufacturer and religious author, had a brother also
named David (1782-1824), a journalist and poet, and died in late 1832.

He is first heard of teaching private classes in geography and astronomy in Forfar in 1811, then from 1813 to 1816 he has a "mathematical academy" (one of
several) at 54 South Bridge, Edinburgh, conducting classes in navigation and nautical astronomy, giving lectures in astronomy and offering an innovative
"Astronomy for Ladies". You may be sure this was an elementary course: at that time it was assumed that ladies were quite incapable of coping with
mathematics. (Mary Somerville soon put that right!) Soon afterwards he appears as a teacher of chemistry, physics and mathematics at 91 Drury Lane, London,
then gets a job as a computer with the Board of Longitude, living in Newcastle Street, Strand, and working on tables of occultations, of meridian altitudes of
stars at various latitudes, and of the meridian altitudes of Mars. In one letter he complains - they owe him money. Back in Scotland in 1828 at the request of the
shipmasters of Dundee he opens classes in navigation at the Caledonian Hall in Castle Street, then in Arbroath around 1830 he becomes tutor to Alexander
Brown, the astronomer, and is active in the foundation of the Mechanics' Institute, which was furnished with notable astronomical instruments.
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Carey published a few small items: a planisphere of the northern stars (1814), a Mercator chart to accompany Norie, Moore and Mackay's navigation texts, A
Complete System of Arithmetic (1818), An Introduction to Astronomy and the Use of the Globes (1820), Astronomy (1825), and Astronomy as it is Known at the
Present Day (revised edition London 1842). He revised the navigation Tables of his fellow-Arbroathian Captain David Thomson and was, around 1828, the
editor of a magazine The Artisan or Mechanic's Instructor, from which his portrait is taken. This contains various mathematical competition puzzles to which, it
is suspected, he may have supplied the answers himself, and probably wrote most of the articles too, under assumed names.

If anyone has heard anything more about this man I will be most interested.
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Astro highlights from a first trip Down-Under: March 1977
George Grant

I've always fancied a trip to Australia; the thought of standing under the Southern sky from a (warm) dark sky
site in the outback was very appealing. In March this year I got the chance when I had a business trip to
Melbourne followed by 3 weeks holiday.

My first glimpse of the night sky was from downtown Melbourne and of course it's never easy finding
constellations from city centres at the best of times; even more so when you are 14000 km from home and
you've forgotten to pack the star charts you laid out before you left! The most obvious bright star was almost
directly overhead which confused me for a few nights until I realised it was Sirius. On the other hand, the
Southern Cross (Crux) was easily recognisable even in light-polluted skies although I'd never seen it before,
except in books. Mind you, there is a certain familiarity about this constellation even when you see it for the
first time; there are maps of it draped from every flagpole and strewn across souvenir shop window displays as
a handy reminder in case you've forgotten your star charts. Even so, I was still pleased at finding it as I didn't
know 'how big' it would be (I think it's actually the smallest constellation in sky area).

With Sirius overhead, Orion looked 'upside-down' - very disconcerting. I thought the Orion Nebula must be a real treat to look at through telescopes from
Australia since it was so high (from Singapore a few days earlier it was smack-bang overhead). According to the guide book, Old Melbourne Observatory
(AD. 1889), sited in the grounds of the Royal Botanical Gardens, was open to the public for star-gazing. We took a walk around the grounds but there was no-
one around and the buildings looked pretty run-down, although they must have been attractive in their heyday. I thought it was a bit like Calton Hill in some
ways, peering in through the windows you could see the wooden floors and ornate fireplaces which must have been quite cosy in winter; unlike our own
observatory however, the outer walls of the buildings were painted white to reflect the sun!

Across the road from the observatory was the massive Shrine of Remembrance which was built as a memorial to Victorians killed in WW I; the design is partly
based on the Temple of Halicarnassus, one of the seven ancient wonders of the world. The inside has a central space with the pyramidal roof above and a Stone
of Remembrance set into the floor; the Stone is in black marble and bears the inscription Greater Love Hath No Man. There are galleries off the main area, a
crypt, and an upstairs balcony given views back to Melbourne and across to the Royal Botanical Gardens; the whole structure is very impressive.

The design has an astronomical significance too; at 11am on the 11th November each year, sunlight shines through
an opening in its ceiling and a circle of sunlight moves across the word 'Love' on the Stone of Remembrance. This
sequence is simulated regularly throughout the rest of the year for the benefit of tourists using a motorised spotlight
but we were informed that the 'real thing' is far more impressive - I'm sure that's true.

Our next star-gazing was done from Halls Gap in the Grampian Mountains (a dark-sky site some 230 km NW of
Melbourne). I made a few notes after two nights' star-gazing:
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I see what all the fuss is about now; Southern Milky Way was amazing, Crux, Coal Sack, Large Magellanic Cloud &
hundreds of stars. ω Centauri also seen, naked eye & with 10x42 binocs also 'Jewel Box' in Crux - resolved to make
a portable scope & return to Oz as soon as I've paid off the Access bill.

On our return to Melbourne there was an exhibition of around 40 of David Malin's photos at the Victorian Art
Centre: superb as you'd expect and many would be familiar to readers of Sky & Telescope etc. There was also text
accompanying each image comparing them with a famous painter's use of colours, e.g. a photo of the Pleiades ' ...
reminded one of Picasso's Blue Period ...'; I thought this was a wee bit contrived and unnecessary. There were a few
good books, slide sets and videos on sale but I couldn't justify a Southern Sky Observer's Handbook just yet I
thought and didn't even think about getting my Access card out. I still don't know why they were selling gaily-
coloured gyroscopes and very dodgy plastic collapsible 'refractors' unless it's to help fund such exhibits. I couldn't
help thinking of the disappointment of any young budding astronomers who tried to experience Malin-type views of the Horsehead Nebula or the Cometary
Globule CG-4 by squinting through such garbage. Or maybe someone at Siding Springs has a sick sense of humour?

By chance we stumbled on a telescope shop in Melbourne - York Optical. They had a big display of Meades, Vixens etc. and also a DIY Dobsonian kit in the
window. Talking with the (young) owners of the shop it turned out they'd never seen the Northern sky and they were interested in my opinion. I diplomatically
avoided the subject of Hale-Bopp but I almost put my foot in it by suggesting the Orion was upside-down and that the moon was waxing the 'wrong-way' (i.e.
from left to right). I think they forgave my N. Hemisphere prejudices as I got a good deal on a Meade 32 mm Super-Plössl eyepiece. I told them we had no such
telescope shops in Scotland which surprised them (they sold astronomy gear exclusively - no camera stuff) as they thought they were deprived, having only two
telescope shops in Melbourne! Mind you, Melbourne's population is around 3 million. They told me astronomy is 'big' in Australia and although they bemoaned
the way it's taught in schools, they said even that was improving. One thing we noticed on a daily basis was the number of school groups 'on assignment',
clipboards in hand on the streets, in museums, art galleries, the botanical gardens etc., so no doubt the planetarium is also on the agenda. Melbourne's
planetarium is part of the National Museum of Victoria (whose most popular exhibit by the way, is the glass case containing the stuffed remains on Australia's
most famous racing horse Phar Lap). We explained our theory that Astronomy suffers in the UK because of our weather which means that you can't plan a star
party even 1 day in advance - at this they stared open-mouthed in disbelief - and this is from Melburnians, whose climate is the subject of constant ridicule from
your average Aussie!

On to Sydney, which also boasts a fine old observatory on The Rocks near the Harbour Bridge. Unfortunately it was booked up for night visits when we were
there so book early if you intend going (and the same goes for Melbourne when it's been refurbished) as these places are popular with the locals. The night-time
views of the bridge and the Opera House do compensate very nicely though. I really enjoyed my trip and I still think of sitting in a deck chair under an autumn
sky sipping a cold beer and contemplating the Milky Way above Halls Gap. If you've not been Down-Under I hope you get the chance, it's a great experience
and don't forget your star-charts.
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Shrine of Remembrance in Melbourne, Victoria.

Old Melbourne Observatory in the grounds of the Royal Botanical Gardens.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/37/fig08f.jpg
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Close-up of two of the Observatory's domes.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/37/fig11f.jpg
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A third dome, bearing the inscription 'A.D. 1889'.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/37/fig10f.jpg

